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ABSTRACT  

 

Object guarantee duciary represents importance principle trust creditor to the debtor. The Law Fiduciary gives creditor right sell 

object guarantee duciary if debtor injury promise. However, the verdict Court Constitution Number 18/PUU-XVII/2019 reduce 

right the with gift condition existence agreement injury promise Among creditors and debtors as well as willingness debtor to 

deliver object guarantee. Writing this study implication strength title executive nancing guarantee duciary in business auction 

post-decision court constitution number: 18/PUU-XVII/2019. Method juridical normative with approach legislation and 

conceptually used in writing this. In conclusion,Verdict the contrary with principle effectiveness law and protection law. 

Implications potential take effect to time, cost, and additional burden new in implementation execution object guarantee. As 

recommendation period long shaper Constitution need do change law Fiduciary with af rmation strength executive in guarantee 

duciary, as well as for period short need existence change clause deed agreement. 

  

Key words: Guarantee Fiduciary; Strength Executive; Injury Promise. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Guarantee duciary is right to guarantee the object that switches - right ownership on something thing made  guarantee 

from giver Fiduciary (the debtor ) to Recipient Fiduciary (the creditor ) without there is person – branch on mastery by physique 

thing the ( constitutum possessrium ) so that owner still could control thing the only just ownership by temporary too - over to 

creditor until debtor tonish obligation the debt. With thus debtor permanent could meantake advantage the thing for needs daily or 

needs his business, so that guarantee this no turn off productivity debtor.  

As a Proof holder guarantee duciary, the creditor will accept Certi catection Guarantee Fiduciary. With Certi catection 

here, creditor own right to sell the thing that becomes guarantee object duciary on his power alone if debtor injury promise. Case 

this be marked with inclusion say- say "DEMI JUSTICE BASED ON- RIGHT DEITY WHICH MAHA ESA" in Certi cate 

Guarantee duciary, so that have strength Exe - curricula which same with decision court which has powerful law xed. Strength 

executive in Certi cate Guarantee Fiduciary meaning- his that execution direct could implemented without through court and is nal 

and tie para party for doing decision that.1 

Strength executive in Certi cate Guarantee Fiduciary experience change meaning after Decision MK Number 18/PUU-

XVII/2019 which test constitutionality chapter 15 paragraph (2) and paragraph (3) Constitution Number 42 the Year 1999 about 

a- drink Fiduciary ( next called UU no. 42 of 1999), which was proposed by Aprilliani goddess and Suri great Prabowo ( next 

called the applicant ). 
2Court Constitution ( next called MK) decide phrase " strength executive " and phrase "which same with decision powerful court 

law stay " unconstitutional if no interpreted " against " guarantee duciary which no there is agreement about injury promise ( default 

) and debtor object deliver by like - willing object which Becomes guarantee duciary, so all mechanism and procedure law in 

implementation execution Certi cate Guarantee Fiduciary should do and apply same with implementation execution decision the 

court that has powerful law stay ". So also phrase " injury " promise " rated unconstitutional if no interpreted that " there is " injury 

promise no determined by unilaterally by creditors but on-base agreement Among creditor with debtor or on-base effort law which 

determine has happening injury promise ". With the decision that Certi cate Guarantee Fiduciary will lose strength the same 

executorial with decision court which has got strength law if no ful ll condition rst, there is agreement about injury promise ( 

default ), and second, debtor by volunteer deliver object guarantee. 3MK thinks that, rst, Article 15 paragraph (2) of Law no. 42 

the Year 1999 no reflect the existence of gift protection law which balanced Among creditor and debtors. Second, substance norm 

in chapter 15 paragraph (3) law No. 42 1999 no  give certainty law about when injury promise that considered has occurred and 

who which entitled determine. 

Responding to Decision MK Number 18/ PUU-XVII/2019, study this will answer problem which Becomes The Court's 

considerations in decision the that is,first, how Implication strength title executive nancing guarantee duciary on Object Guarantee 

Fiduciary in Business Auction post-decision Court Constitution Number 18/PUU-XVII/2019. Second, how Protection law to the 

creditor to debtor default post-decision Court Constitution Number 18/PUU- XVII/2019. 

 

 
1 Badriyah Harun, Penyelesaian Sengketa Kredit Bermasalah, Solusi Hukum (Legal Action ) dan Alternatif Penyelesaian 

Segala Jenis Kredit Bermasalah (Pustaka Yustisia 2010) 89-90. 
2 Adhi Wicaksono, ‘Putusan MK: Penarikan Barang Leasing Harus Melalui Pengadilan’ CNN Indonesia   (Jakarta,   13   

Januari   2020)   <https://www.cnnindonesia.com/nasional/20200113 112552-12-464820/putusan-mk-penarikan-barang-

leasing-harus-melalui-pengadilan> diakses 22 April 2020 
3 Y. Sogar Simamora, (2020) ‘Prinsip Eksekutabilitas Atas Jaminan Fidusia Pasca Putusan MK’ Seminar Jaminan Fidusia 

Pasca Putusan Mahkamah Konstitusi, Surabaya. 

https://www.cnnindonesia.com/nasional/20200113%20112552-12-464820/putusan-mk-penarikan-barang-leasing-harus-melalui-pengadilan
https://www.cnnindonesia.com/nasional/20200113%20112552-12-464820/putusan-mk-penarikan-barang-leasing-harus-melalui-pengadilan
https://www.cnnindonesia.com/nasional/20200113%20112552-12-464820/putusan-mk-penarikan-barang-leasing-harus-melalui-pengadilan
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DISCUSSION 

1. Implication strength title executive nancing guarantee duciary on Object Guarantee Fiduciary in Business Auction 

post-decision Court Constitution Number 18/PUU-XVII/2019 

 

According to Hans Kelsen, if speak about effectiveness law also talked about Validity law. Validity law means that 

norms law that binding, that people should do by what the norms require law, that people should comply and apply norms law. 

Effectiveness law means that people do by norms law as they should do, that norms that truly implemented and adhered to. 
4Whereas theory effectiveness law according to Soerjono Soekanto is that effective or whether or not something law determined 

by 5 ( ve) factors, namely :5 Factor law Law works for justice, certainty, and expediency; Factor enforcer law In functioning law; 

Factor means or facilities; Factor Public enforcer law; and Factor culture Culture. 

Based on the Constitutional Court's decision regarding guarantee duciary it means that creditor permanent can interesting 

object guarantee duciary from the debtor without through application district court (PN). The company still can do execution 

guarantee duciary without decision court, provided that there is agreement has happening default Among creditors and debtors. 

Throughout giver right duciary confess has defaulted and voluntary doing execution object guarantee duciary. Decision the say, 

about default Among debtors and creditors must there is an agreement for determining condition default. Example how many 

agreement loans, agreed on interest  for the paid, term and limit time payment, consequence default because of no paid installments, 

and nes. creditor do execution if there is a condition including debtors  default, the debtor has to get a warning before. 

" Head Sub -Directorate of Auction III, Directorate General State Assets (DJKN) Ministry of Finance ( Kemenkeu ), N Eko Laksito 

, explain auction guarantee duciary could do moment debtor or giver duciary injury promise. The auction could be done through 

auction general nor sales below  hand. Government through Ministry of Finance own institution auctions that are scattered in 

various regions called Service Of ces State Assets and Auctions (KPKNL)."6  

" Auction guarantee fiduciary is one  type auction execution because doing decision or determination court or other 

equivalent documents with that and or doing provision in legislation," explained Eko in the Hukumonline webinar " Understanding 

the Auction Process " as Execution Object Guarantee Fiduciary after Decision Court Constitution Number 18/PUU-XVII/2019", 

Thursday (25/6). about execution guarantee duciary after the decision of the Constitutional Court, Eko says there is condition must-

have addition ful lled moment submit auction guarantee duciary. Document submission auction must be equipped letter statement 

from the seller that auctioned goods  in mastery seller because has handed over by voluntary, and the debtor has agreed happening 

default as well as no there is an object from debtor that. 

Sudaryanto Head Sexy Service Surakarta KPKNL auction in an interview on Wednesday 4th August 2021 stated that 

the " Principle " auction is if le application auction has complete and appropriate provision then the auction process should run in 

accordance conditions, including type auction duciary, so the KPKNL must researching condition application proposed auction 

with refers to existing provisions and the Constitutional Court's Decision Only take effect to the pre-process auction, that is moment 

document condition submitted and reviewed/veri ed by KPKNL. Next process same as for auction other.7 

However, when debtor the no agreed so decision court Becomes a condition document submission auction guarantee 

duciary that. Provision auction other still refers to the Regulation of the Minister of Finance (PMK) Number 27/2016 concerning 

Instruction Implementation Auctions and documents the requirements in accordance Regulation director General State Assets 

No.2/2017 concerning Technical Instructions for Implementation Auction. 

After object guarantee duciary sold exceed Mark dependents debtor, then excess sale given to debtor the as accounts 

receivable. However, when the sale auction the under Mark dependents debtor so Becomes authority creditor for the solution ." 

The rest must be handed over to debtor if more, if not enoughauthority creditor what billed again or no," explained Eko . 

The auction process guarantees there are duciaries at KPKNL at several stages. Applicant auction submits application 

auction to KPKNL for set timetable the auction. Then, the applicant auction must announce the auction in mail news. Interested 

participants deposit security deposit offer auction to the perception bank i.e. government bank local KPKNL partners. 

Auction implemented in accordance announcements and participants the auction with the highest bid Becomes winner 

auction. Winner auction must pay price auction added duty auction no later than ve days work after implementation auction as 

condition got quote treatise auction. KPKNL deposit duty auction to the state treasury through the perception and yield bank clean 

auction to seller or applicant auction. Finally, the KPKNL submitted a copy treatise auction to the applicant auction. 

In news legal online, Director Auction Directorate General State Assets (DJKN), Joko Prihanto, said: how to impact The 

Court's decision to practice auction conducted by them.  Even at the beginning exit decision had time give effect shock to all party, 

however, moment This is the auction process carried out by the agency walk with smoothly. 

To avoid the problems that arise consequence from a decision, Joko emphasized if his side direct gives a response. The 

method is to explain the whole partner work-related the Constitutional Court's decision. 

"At the time go out Supreme Court decision duciary, we are also surprised because that suddenly only and that fast once and that 

appear. Startled but no long and direct response, and to partner work mailed if want to auction duciary should there is the deal. 

During this already smoothly only,'' said Joko.  

Five months pass since the verdict, Joko said that his side did not yet accept complaint-related dif  culty participant 

auction for ful  lling the conditions stated by the Constitutional Court in the verdict. It seems that continued Joko, the leasing party 

has adapted method work by mandate in the Constitutional Court's decision. That thing supported with availability document 

 
4 Riyan P, Efektivitas Hukum Pidana, digilib.unila.ac.id, diakses tanggal 18 Januari 2022 
5 Soerjono Soekanto. (2007). Faktor-Faktor yang Mempengaruhi Penegakan Hukum. Jakarta. Penerbit PT. Raja Grafindo Persada.Hal. 5. 
6 https://www.hukumonline.com/berita/a/begini-proses-lelang-eksekusi-jaminan-fidusia-pasca-putusan-mk-lt61275739c80a8?page=2 diakses 

pada 20 Desember 2021 pukul 20.00 WIB. 
7 Sudaryanto, (2021), Implications Decision Court Constitution Number 18/PUU- XVII/2019, Service Of ce State Wealth and Surakarta City 

Auction 

https://www.hukumonline.com/berita/a/begini-proses-lelang-eksekusi-jaminan-fidusia-pasca-putusan-mk-lt61275739c80a8?page=2
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agreement Among perpetrator business and consumer moment will submit auction. Besides that, The Constitutional Court's 

decision regarding the Fiduciary Law no affect the auction target year this is already set at IDR 30 trillion. 

Constitutional Court's decision no affect the auction target only about adjustment only, the leasing agency changes 

method work, change approach and so on. The bottom line every time  the application letter that Yes, leasing friends change 

method work, with interesting violence now with peace.  

Chairman Association of Indonesian Financing Companies (APPI), Suwandi Wiratno convey that basically  not there 

are obstacles in the auction process. Only just occur difference interpretation to the Constitutional Court's decision. Part of the 

party as debtors, he continued, some think that execution guarantee the should through the court process. However, some have one 

the same interpretation, i.e enough with agreement second split party. 

Office Surakarta KPKNL Auction, Tutut Wulandari pathetic that for the auction process post The Court's decision still 

walks smoothly. Especially frequency type auction guarantee   duciary rare very yes, only is once in 2018 for    ve years  nal this. 

He conveys that existence withdrawal goods made by the company average nancing due to because position goods already are on 

the side third. Besides that, he confesses if occur a drop auction. However, he claims that the drop that occurs not because of impact 

from the Constitutional Court's decision, but effect Covid-19 pandemic. 

Constitutional Court's decision Only takes effect to the pre-process auction, that is moment document condition 

submitted and reviewed/veri ed by KPKNL. Next process same as for auction other. 

 

2. Protection law to the creditor to debtor default post-decision Court Constitution Number 18/PUU-XVII/2019 

 

According to Dworkin, as quoted by Piter Mahmud Marzuki stated, " right " no what is formulated but underlying value  

formulation it ". essence right so valuable so that bring up theory interests and theory will, as proposed by Jeremy Bentham and 

Rudolf Von Ihering, views that, " right " is interests protected by law.”8 

Interest social is order law, security national, protection economy society, protection of religion, morals, rights humanity, 

results in discovery, health and unity race, environment, interests individuals, interests family . " with existence guarantee freedom 

as well as same equality  for everyone then  Justice will materialize."9 

Right is given power  law to somebody close relationship  Among rights and obligations, rights in pairs with obligation, 

" meaning " if somebody has right, then the partner is existence obligations to others."10 

Right is something attached to humans  by nature and because existence right here required law for guard continuity 

existence right in pattern life society, and because existence right here so law created. Interests this not created by the state because 

interests that have there are in life society and state only choose which one to protect. According to Peter Mahmud, there are 3 ( 

three ) elements in rights, namely 1. Element protection ; 2. Element confession; and 3.Elements will. " When " principle Justice 

runs so born good and ethical business. "11 

Several obstacles that arise after Decision Court The Constitution considered harmful creditor among others: 

a) Execution Process Takes Time and Cost 

b) Execution Process Through Court brings up Faith Not Good Debtors and Prospective Debtors 

c) Enhancement Application Implementation Execution Object Guarantee in Court  

d) Diffcult Society Get Credit If Object Guarantee Worth Low 

e) The stigma of Financing Companies Not Again Entitled Do Execution Direct Without Decision Court 

f) Disrupting the Financial Soundness of Financing Companies 

Whole from execution object    duciary permanent could do by the recipient fiduciary During have agreed upon from 

beginning there is clause default. On the other hand, if at the beginning agreement occurs agreement related clause default in 

agreement Among creditors and debtors, then if the debtor has injury promise so will ready executed. So that means the Court 

constitution is for clarifying that if there is clause injury promise agreement means quick could process is executed for proof. If 

the debtor no confesses has a default, the creditor can sue to court, so the court that will determine the state default debtor. If the 

court decides the debtor has to do default the debtor no could dodge again and be obligated for ful lling decision the to pay off his 

obligations or sell object guarantee  duciary for pay off the debt. 

Existence element from willingness from debtor no will in uence for got execution from existence consequence default 

from agreement duciary. Characteristics agreement Fiduciary that is Among giver and receiver Fiduciary there is connection 

engagement, which gives right creditors to get submission goods to guarantee from the debtor. Second, Engagement is engagement 

give something because the debtor has delivered something good. 

According to Article 1313 of the Civil Code which provides a limitation about the de nition of agreement or agreement 

" a " agreement is something which one person or  more tie herself to one other person or more ". So that could conclude that 

agreement gives birth something engagement between two the party who made it or in other words, that the bond that was born 

originated from agreement beside that the bond that was born from the law. according to Article 1313 of the Civil Code about the 

agreement. The agreement is deed law based on an agreement for cause consequence law. according to Sudikno, " agreement " is 

connection law Among two-party or more based on an agreement for cause something consequence law ". 

 
8 Peter Mahmud Marzuki, (2006), Pengantar Ilmu Hukum, Kencana Prenada Media Group, Jakarta, h. 176 
9 Agus yudho Hermoko, (2008), Asas Proporsionalitas dalam kontrak komersil, Laksbang Mediatma, Yogyakarta, h. 45 
10 Agus yudho Hermoko, (2008), Asas Proporsionalitas dalam kontrak komersil, Laksbang Mediatma, Yogyakarta, h. 55 
11 Satjipto Rahardjo, (2010), Teori Hukum Strategi tertib manusia linmas ruang dan General, Genta Publishing,Yogyakarta, , h. 44 
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Based on Article 1320 of the Civil Code about principle consensuality states that something an agreement based on an 

agreement between second split party about things tree object agreement. With this in accordance principle consensuality, has 

determined birth something agreement and can know about the agreement that is at the core of agreement that occurred. Since 

achievement agreement is something agreements and engagements so agreement the has born. However, as long as the parties who 

agree do not agree on other terms then the agreement permanent applies for the parties. 

Principle this by provision Article 1320 of the Civil Code about terms valid the agreement with the state all agreement made by 

legitimate will considered a tie for the makers as case law. Arrangement regarding the regulated Law of Covenants according to 

Book III of the Civil Code, concerning engagement born from the agreement and law. according to Civil Code, there is rule general 

and rules special for all agreements. In something activity agreement/contract no always bene t the parties. Sometimes no ful llment 

of something element results in no legitimate agreement. In agreement guarantee fiduciary if element essential no ful lled so result 

in agreement the considered no there is. 

Whereas in Case agreement duciary which is clause default element accidental meaning with no existence element clause default 

in agreement duciary has resulted in dif  culty for the parties the maker. 

Element Accidental or Elements to be there is for bind the parties depends on when the parties agree that when no there 

is so caused agreement the could make it dif cult for the parties. If in-state certain shape law no ful lled element agreement 

accidental will could complicate the implementation process agreement of the parties. Many risks will be accountable sometimes 

dif cult to calculate and arise from nature base contracts. Need avoided things that become trigger emergence internal dispute  

contract including carelessness in contract, second, faith both parties. inaccuracy in determining clause default in agreement duciary 

will trigger no existence certainty the law that ends dispute or con ict between the parties. Ful lled principle freedom contract to 

give birth freedom for the parties not to aggravate one party and not there is element coercion in the agreement. 

Agreement in contract in accordance principle freedom contract is protection law in law civil for the parties. Viewed as 

part law private, according to PS Atiyah 30, because shape violation to existing obligations  in the contract is pure is not quite 

enough answer from bound parties  in the contract. The parties who will do agreement guarantee duciary with based on Article 

1320 BW concerning condition valid agreement that the parties should by rm agree on clause default so as not weight one  party 

speci cally creditor or recipient fiduciary. So that there is a connection balanced law  between the parties. Whereas if has agreed 

on clause default However if the agreement has agreed without clause clear default  in agreement, then will make it dif cult for the 

parties speci cally creditor. So that party creditor could cancel agreement since beginning commencement or could update contents 

contract the agreement that mentions by the rm and clear. Protection law with method contract in the business world is a very 

popular type. However, on the other hand, the breadth opportunity for determining protection law alone with method contract often 

causes loss that is not suspected before. That thing was caused because the existing limitation of one the party who doesn't own 

adequate knowledge  about contract and existence faith not enough good from the party offering agreement. because of that, in 

agree already Becomes must for the parties for knowing principles   protection balanced law.12 

Post decision from MK No. 18/PUU-XVII/2019, Creditor company still can execute object   duciary During there is 

provision injury promise or default in the agreement of the parties, and the willingness debtor delivers object guarantee. If not, 

then the creditor should submit application implementation execution to court. The Constitutional Court's decision can clarify 

meaning from Article 15 of Law no. 42 of 1999 concerning injury promise. Thus, the decision of the Constitutional Court is related 

with guarantee duciary interpreted that application execution guarantee permanent can interesting vehicle from debtors who have 

been warned before. 

 

CLOSING 

 

Decision MK Number 18/PUU-XVII/2019 state Certi   cate Guarantee Fiduciary no own strength executive without 

existence agreement injury promise between debtor and creditors and debtors no by volunteer deliver object guarantee duciary. If 

Certi   cate Guarantee Fiduciary no ful   ll wrong one or both of them so required effort lawsuit in court and application 

implementation execution as decision court which powerful law xed. Change interpretation strength executive in Certi cate 

Guarantee Fiduciary potential reduce principle effectiveness law and protection law. The implication from decision the remove 

characteristics convenience execution guarantee because process implementation certi cate guarantees   duciary the more long, 

need cost addition, give burden new for court, implementation execution will depend on help clerk until in period long potential 

institution guarantee material complicate guarantee material. Solutions that Writer apply that does change on Law no. 42 the Year 

1999 with af rmation strength executive Certi cate Guarantee Fiduciary and interpretation injury promise. Inside looking forward 

to changing Constitution the come true Writer give solution to the creditor for doing addition or change clause in Deed Notary 

Public Guarantee Fiduciary with accommodate terms in decision MK.. 
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Regulation Legislation 

 

Het Herziene  Indonesische  Reglementn(HIR). 

 

Kitab Undang-Undang Hukum Acara Perdata. 

Undang-Undang Nomor 42 Tahun 1999 tentang Jaminan Fidusia. 

Peraturan Mahkamah Agung Nomor 4 Tahun 2019 tentang Perubahan Atas Peraturan Mahkamah Agung Nomor 

2 Tahun 2015 tentang Tata Cara Penyelesaian Gugatan Sederhana. 

 

Keputusan Ketua Mahkamah Agung Republik Indonesia Nomor: 214/KMA/SK/XII/2014 tentang Jangka Waktu 

Penanganan Perkara Pada Mahkamah Agung Republik Indonesia. 

 

Interview 

 

Republic Indonesia. Interview 

Sudaryanto, 2021, Implications Decision Court Constitution Number 18/PUU- XVII/2019, Service Of ce State Wealth and 

Surakarta City Auction 
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